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Precipitation strengthening is one of the most promising mechanisms to develop high-performance high
entropy alloys (HEAs). However, the design of a reinforcing phase with an excellent strengthening effect
is still one of the most pivotal challenges. In the present study, a design strategy based on overall valence
electron concentration (OVEC) is developed, and a coherent D022 superlattice (noted as g00 phase) with
superior strengthening effect is designed. The newly developed g00 phase is systematically characterized
using transmission electron microscope and atom probe tomography. Differentiating from the traditional
Ni3Nb g00 phase, the present high-entropy g00 phase contains ~7.7% Co and follows the (Ni,C-
o,Cr,Fe)3(Nb,Fe) stoichiometry. Three g00 phase variants are observed with crystallographic orientation
relationships of [001]g00//<001>g and (001)g00//{100}g. The lenticular g00 particles with small volume
fraction (7%) causes a significant yield strength increase (670MPa) and ductility retention (40%),
resulting in excellent yield strength-ductility combination. The excellent strengthening effect of the g00

phase is attributed to both ordering strengthening and coherency strengthening. The present study
proposes a new design strategy of precipitates and develops a superior reinforcing phase for HEAs. These
findings will not only promote the development of precipitation-hardened HEAs but deepen the fun-
damentals of precipitates design for other complex concentrated alloys as well.

© 2019 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

High entropy alloys (HEAs) with complex concentrated com-
positions have shown much simpler phase compositions than that
predicted by the phase rule [1,2]. Particularly, three representative
HEA systems exhibit single-phase solid solutions [3e5]. In the past
decades, great efforts have been made to reveal the intriguing
mechanical and physical properties of these complex-concentrated
single-phase HEAs [6e10]. The face centered cubic (FCC) HEAs have
al and Biomedical Engineer-
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been found to be very ductile and highly damage-tolerance [6,8].
Besides, FCC HEAs also showed promising functional properties,
such as good irradiation and corrosion-resistance [11,12]. However,
single-phase FCC HEAs were not strong enough for structural ap-
plications [13,14]. Strengthening the FCC HEAs have attracted broad
scientific interests. Hereinto, one of the critical challenges is to
efficiently strengthen FCC HEAs without a significant ductility
sacrifice.

Several metallurgical mechanisms, including solid solution
strengthening [15e18], defect engineering [19e23], and precipita-
tion strengthening [24e26], have been applied to strengthen FCC
HEAs. Precipitation-strengthening showed very promising advan-
tages among the aforementioned strengthening mechanisms
[24,27]. In the development of precipitation-hardened HEAs, two
different types of precipitates have been developed. The coherent g0

phase with the L12 superlattice was firstly considered. Several
groups have demonstrated that the g0 phase can be obtained by
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alloying Al and Ti [27e30]. The dominant strengthening mecha-
nism of the g0 phase is ordering strengthening since dislocations
cut through the spherical particles and the lattice misfit between g0

phase and matrix is very small [28,29]. Consequently, although the
g0 phase haven't caused severe ductility reduction, the yield
strength increase is also modest. One possible method that further
enhances the strength is to improve the volume fraction of g0 phase
[30,31]. However, increasing the Al and Ti concentration to increase
the volume fraction of g0 phase will lead to the formation of
intermetallic compounds or other processing problems [27,30].
Apart from coherent g0 particles, intermetallic particles with fully
incoherent phase boundaries were also reported to be effective in
strengthening FCC HEAs [32,33]. Liu et al. [32] demonstrated that
the FCC HEAs possess extremely high work-hardening exponent
and thus prevent the propagation of mirco-cracks between matrix
and intermetallic particles. Their idea is that the high work hard-
ening exponent leads to fast increase in strength during straining.
The deformation level at the crack tip is higher than other areas
around the crack, therefore, the strength of the crack tip is much
higher than the other areas. Consequently, a higher stress is needed
for the crack to propagate. Nevertheless, intermetallic particles
strengthen HEAs through Orowan relation and thus result in good
strength but bad ductility. Therefore, finding a new effective
strengthening precipitate in HEAs is worthy of exploration. In su-
peralloys, the g00 phase is the most widely used precipitate except
for g0 phase [14]. The g00 phase strengthens alloys through both
ordering strengthening and coherency strengthening [34]. Besides,
the g00 phase usually has higher anti-phase boundary energy and
higher lattice misfit than those of g0 phase, resulting better
strengthening effects [35]. However, designing g00 for complex
concentrated alloys is challenging and only a few very recent arti-
cles reported the g0 0 of HEAs without demonstrating design prin-
ciples [36].

In the present study, an overall valence electron concentration
(OVEC) principle is proposed to design the precipitates in HEAs.
Following this design strategy, a g0 0 phase with D022 superlattice
was introduced into the CoeCreFeeNi system. An excellent yield
strength of ~954MPa and elongation of ~28% were obtained in this
g00-bearing HEA. The crystallographic features and elemental
partition of the g0 0-bearing HEA were evaluated by transmission
electron microscope (TEM), atom probe topography (APT). The
mechanisms for the superior strengthening effect of g00 phase has
been discussed.

2. Designing D022 precipitates

An overall valence electron concentration (OVEC) principle is
referenced for the design of the g00 precipitate in the present study.
The idea is inspired by the valence electron concentration (VEC)
features of intermetallic alloys. Binary intermetallic alloys, such as
Ni3Mo, Ni3V, Ni3Ti and Ni3Al, show D0a, D022, D019, and L12 ordered
structures. The upper side of Fig. 1(a) shows the VEC variation of
typical intermetallic compounds and their crystallographic struc-
tures. Generally, the crystal structure transforms from the tetrag-
onal to hexagonal and then to cubic structures with the decrease of
VEC. Specifically, the tetragonal structure (D0a and D022) prefers
higher VEC (>8.75), the hexagonal structure occurs when VEC is
close to 8.5, and the L12 structure tends to form at lower VEC
(<8.25). It shows that the main physical metallurgical parameter
controlling these ordered intermetallic alloys is the VEC value. This
simple rule can also be extended to complex concentrated alloys
(CCAs). Liu et al. [37] found that the crystal structure of the complex
concentrated (Co,Ni,Fe)3V alloys transform from tetragonal
(8.75< VEC) to purely cubic ordered structures (VEC<7.89) through
an ordered hexagonal structures (7.89< VEC<8.75). The effect of
VEC on the crystal of HEAs is also investigated by Guo et al. [38]. In
HEAs, the FCC phases are found to be stable at higher VEC (>8), and
instead the body centered cubic (BCC) phases are stable at lower
VEC (<6.87).

Applying the VEC principle from single-phase intermetallic al-
loys to the design of precipitates in a dual-phase alloys is chal-
lenging but intriguing. Recently, Yang et al. [39] demonstrated that
the VEC of precipitates also effectively affects their crystal struc-
tures even in a dual-phase alloy system. However, it is extremely
difficult to precisely measure or control the chemical compositions
of precipitates. Therefore, we aim to design the precipitates by
tuning the OVEC value of alloys by simply controlling the nominal
compositions of the alloys. To validate whether the OVEC of alloys
affects the crystal structure of precipitates or not, we overviewed
CCAs strengthened by different precipitates, as shown in Table S1.
The lower side of Fig. 1(a) shows the OVEC distribution of those
precipitation-strengthened CCAs. To our amazement, the g00 phase
tends to precipitate in CCAs with OVEC higher than 8.4 while the g0

phase prefers to occur in CCAs with OVEC lower than 8.4. Note that
some g00 and g0 are metastable in many alloys and may transform
into d and h phases respectively upon aging. Comparing the
chemical compositions of the CCAs with different precipitates
(Table S1), we find that the most g00-strengthened HEAs contain Nb,
V, or Ta elements while most g0-strengthened CCAs contain Al or Ti
elements. This indicates that the Nb, V, and Ta are g00 former and the
Al and Ti are g0 former, which can be explained from the crystal
structure of the binary alloys. The Ni3Al is stable with the L12
structure and the Ni3Ti also has metastable form with the L12
structure. Similarly, the Ni3V is stable in the D022 structure and both
Ni3Nb and Ni3Ta can exist in a metastable form of the D022 struc-
ture. Accordingly, we design the g00 precipitate in HEAs by following
these two principles: a) making the OVEC of HEAs higher than 8.4;
and b) adding the elements in group VB.

Following in the aforementioned design strategy, we design a
Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEA as a case study in the current work. The g00

phase has been reported in a hypo-eutectic CoCrFeNiNb0.25 HEA
[40]. However, the CoCrFeNiNb0.25 HEA consists of Nb-rich Laves
phase and the g00 transforms into a ε phase quickly. The appearance
of the g00 phase in the CoCrFeNiNb0.25 HEA indicates that the Nb
facilitates the formation of g00 in the CoeCreFeeNi system, which is
consistent with our design strategy. The OVEC of CoCrFeNiNb0.25
HEA is 8.06, lower than the critical value of 8.4. To increase the
OVEC of the Nb containing HEA, we increase the content of ele-
ments with a higher VEC (Ni in the present study) and decrease the
content of elements with a lower VEC (mainly the Nb content in
this work). Consequently, the Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEA with OVEC of
8.495 is developed. To further confirm the design of g00-bearing
HEAs, The CALculation PHAse Diagram (CALPHAD) is also used to
confirm the alloy design and to predict the precipitation behavior
based on the JMatPro software with the TTNi8 database [7,31,41].
Fig. 1(b) shows the equilibrium phase diagram of the Ni2C-
oCrFeNb0.15 HEA, indicating a single FCC phase at high temperature
and a single d phase precipitation at low temperatures. Fig. 1(c)
shows the calculated Temperature-Transformation-Time (TTT) di-
agram of the Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEA. Clearly, the g00 phase pre-
cipitates firstly from the FCC matrix and then transforms into the
d phase upon aging. In order to obtain the g00 phase and suppress
the d and Laves phases, a relatively low annealing temperature of
650 �C is used in the present study to slow down the trans-
formation kinetics.

3. Experimental details

Samples with the nominal composition of Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 were
prepared using arc melting and copper mold casting. Elements of



Fig. 1. (a) The evolution of crystal structures of intermetallic compounds and precipitates of CCAs with VEC/OVEC variations; (b) the equilibrium phase diagram of the Ni2C-
oCrFeNb0.15 HEA; and (c) the TTT diagram of the Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEA. The calculation is carried out on JMatPro software with TTNi8 database.
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Co, Cr, Fe, Ni and Nb with purity of 99.95% were used as raw ma-
terials. The alloys were melted for five times to ensure the homo-
geneity and then solidified in a water-cooled copper hearth with
the dimension of 50� 10� 5mm3. The ingots were solid solution
treated at 1200 �C for 2 h followed by water quenching to obtain
single-phase HEAs. The solid solution treated HEAswere cold rolled
to ~1.5mm (~70% thickness reduction) and then recrystallized at
1200 �C for 4min and finally quenched in water. To obtain the
precipitates, the recrystallized HEAs were annealed at 650 �C for
80 h and 120 h.

The SEM samples were prepared by grinding, polishing in dia-
mond suspension, and final polishing in colloidal silica suspension
and then analyzed by scanning electron microscope (SEM SU6600).
Transmission electron microscope (TEM JEOL 2100F) and X-Ray
diffraction (XRD) were used to identify the crystal structure of the
HEAs. For the TEM analysis, sheet samples with 0.5mm in thickness
were fist cut from the annealed samples by electrical discharged
machining (EDM) and then mechanically ground to a thickness of
~70 mmusing SiC papers. After that, the samples were punched into
3-mm-diameter discs and further thinned by ion-milling to a
thickness of electron transparency. Atom probe tomography (APT)
was used to identify the chemical compositions of nano-sized
phases. Needle-shaped specimens required for APT were fabri-
cated by lift-outs and annular milled in a FEI Scios focused ion
beam/scanning electron microscope (FIB/SEM). The APT charac-
terizations were performed in a local electrode atom probe
(CAMEACA LEAP 5000 R). The APT specimens were tested
at�223 �C in voltagemode, with a pulse repetition rate of 200 KHz,
a pulse fraction of 20%, and an evaporation detection rate of 0.2%
atom per pulse. Imago Visualization and Analysis Software (IVAS) in
version 3.6.12 is used for 3D reconstruction and composition
analysis.

For mechanical tests, dog-bone samples with gauge dimension
of 12.5� 1.2� 3mm3 were used. Uniaxial tensile test was carried
out on an Instron testing machine (INSTRON 3382) with a strain
rate of 1� 10�3 s�1 at room temperature.
4. Results

4.1. XRD and SEM results

The XRD patterns and SEM images of Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEAs at
different annealing states are presented in Fig. 2. The XRD pattern
of the solid-solution Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEA in Fig. 2(a) is indexed to
be a single FCC phase. The lattice parameter is calculated to be
3.587 Å, using the three strongest peaks. Fig. 2(b) shows typical
single-phase recrystallized equiaxed grains with grain size of
~45 mm. A high magnification SEM image in Fig. 2(c) shows that
there is no second phase inside the grain or at the grain boundaries.
The small black dots are all inclusions, easily forming during so-
lidification processes. Fig. 2(d)e(f) show the XRD pattern and
microstructure of the Ni2CoCrFeNiNb0.15 HEA annealed at 650 �C for
80 h. The XRD result indicates a single FCC phase with a lattice
parameter of am¼ 3.585 Å, while the highmagnification SEM image



Fig. 2. (a) XRD pattern of the solid-solution Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEA; (bec) SEM images of the solid-solution Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEA; (d) XRD pattern of the 80 h-annealed Ni2C-
oCrFeNb0.15 HEA; (e and f) SEM images of the 80 h-annealed Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEA; (g) XRD pattern of the 120 h-annealed Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEA; and (hei) SEM images of the 120 h-
annealed Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEA.
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in Fig. 2(f) shows nano-sized precipitates. The second phase pre-
cipitates homogeneously from the supersaturated solid-solution
FCC matrix. The grain boundary doesn't affect its shape and size.
The lattice parameters of solid-solution and annealed HEAs are very
close. Although the precipitation of g00 phase would lead to the
decrease of Nb content in the matrix, the volume fraction of g00

phase is small (~7% measured from DF TEM images) and thus the
decrease of Nb content in the matrix is small and finally didn't
cause obvious change in lattice parameters. The absence of
diffraction peaks of the precipitates may be due to the overlap
between peaks from the two phases and the small volume fraction
of precipitates [28]. The grain size of the annealed HEA is similar to
that of the solid-solution HEA. This is reasonable because the
annealing temperature (650 �C) is equal to 0.6 Tm (Fig. 1(b)). The
second possible reason is that the Nb slows down the interface
mobility because of the solute-drag effect. The precipitates exhibit a
slight coarsening trend when the annealing time increases to 120 h,
as shown in Fig. 2(g)e(i). A small amount of third-phase occurs at
grain boundaries in Fig. 2 (i), however, we are unfortunately not
able to identify its crystal structure because the volume fraction of
this phase is too small to be detected by TEM. It is also hard to
quantify its chemical composition by using SEM-EDS since its nano-
scale size. One potential method to obtain the information of the
third-phase is to use CALPHAD prediction based on literature.
Chaturvedi et al. [42] suggested that the g00 phase transforms to
delta phase upon aging at the grain boundary. Therefore, we sug-
gest this phase to be a delta phase according to the CLAPHAD result
(Fig. 1(c)) and its morphology (Fig. 2(i)).

4.2. TEM analysis

TEM characterization mainly focuses on the Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15
HEA annealed at 650 �C for 80 h. The dark field (DF) image is pre-
sented in Fig. 3(a), indicating that the precipitates have disk shapes
with different crystallographic orientations. The disk-shape pre-
cipitates are ~15 nm in length and ~6 nm inwidth. The area fraction
of the precipitates is measured to be ~7% by using DF images.
Fig. 3(b) shows the representative diffraction pattern (DP) images
with the zone axes of [001], [011], and [112]. The main bright dots
are from the matrix and can be indexed to be a typical FCC phase.
There are weak diffraction spots appearing at positions where the
diffractions of disordered FCC matrix are forbidden. They collec-
tively indicate a typical g00 phase in the Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEA. The
crystal orientation relationship between the g00 phase and g matrix
follows [001]g00//<001>g, and {100}g00//{100}g. A representative high
resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of the g00 phase is shown in Fig. 3(c).
As can be seen, the g00 phase lies along the {100}g planes of the
matrix and the size of the particles is consistent with thatmeasured
using the DF image. The lattice parameter of the g00 phase is directly
measured as ag00 ¼ 3.617 Å, cg00 ¼ 7.229 Å by using the HRTEM image.



Fig. 3. (a) DF image showing the g00 phase; (b) DP images from different zone axis; and (c) HRTEM image shows the different variants of g00 phase.
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4.3. APT characterization

The chemical compositions and the 3-demension (3D) shaped
g00 phase are analyzed by APT. The right upper box in Fig. 4(a) shows
the 3D atom distribution of the 80 h e annealed Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15
HEAwith a 50% Ni iso-concentration surface. The g00 phase displays
a disk-shape with a diameter of ~15 nm. The sliced atom maps of
every single element are also presented in Fig. 4(a). The g00 phase is
enriched in Nb but depleted in Fe, Co and Cr. In order to clearly
show the chemical composition partitioning between the matrix
and the g00 phase, a proximity histogram is shown in Fig. 4(b). The
g00 phase is composed of a large amount of Ni and Nb and consid-
erable amount of Co. The quantitative chemical compositions of the
g00 phase and matrix obtained from the APT analysis are shown in
Table 1.
4.4. Mechanical tests

The mechanical responses of the g00-hardened Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15
HEAs are evaluated. Fig. 5(a) shows the representative engineering
stress-strain curves. The solid solution treated HEA shows a yield
strength of ~284MPa, an ultimate tensile strength of ~710MPa, and
a fracture elongation of ~71%. The g00 phase in the 80 heannealed
sample dramatically increases the yield strength to ~954MPa and
the ultimate tensile strength to ~1230MPa. Although the precipi-
tation strengthened HEAs exhibit a ductility decrease, its fracture
elongation is still superior to the majority of intermetallic particle
strengthened HEAs. Fig. 5(b) shows the strain hardening rates of
both solid-solution treated and precipitation-hardened HEAs. It is
clear that the strain hardening rate of the g00-hardened HEA is much
higher than that of the solid-solution HEA. According to, the strain
hardening rate is proportional to the to the increase speed of

ffiffiffi
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during straining. In the precipitation-hardened HEA, precipitates
on the one hand pin the dislocations and promote the increase of
dislocation density; and on the other hand, potentially act as
dislocation emission source and again promote the dislocation
density increase. Therefore, the work hardening rate of the
precipitation-strengthened HEA is higher than that of the solid-
solution HEA at uniform deformations stage. The fracture elonga-
tion of the precipitation strengthened Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEAs de-
creases a little when the annealing time changes from 80 h to 120 h.
This is due to the increase of particle size. Sundararaman et al. [43]
reported that the ductility of alloys decreased sharply with the
increase of particle sizewhen the g00 phase is larger than 10 nm. The
size of g00 phase in the current study increased from ~15 nm to
~35 nm, resulting in decrease of ductility.

Fig. 5(cee) show the fracture surfaces of the solid-solution, 80 h-
annealed, and 120 h-annealed Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEAs. All the three
HEAs shows random dimples, indicating a typical ductile fracture
mechanism. The dimples of precipitation hardened HEAs display a
much smaller size. The size decrease of the dimples should be due
to the increase of micro-cracking probability in the g00-strength-
ened HEA and the area reduction of the fracture surface. Theoret-
ically, the dimple size depends positively on the micro-crack
nucleation rate during necking and negatively on area reduction of
the fracture surface. The interface between g00 phase and matrix



Fig. 4. (a) Atom maps of different elements and 3D construction with the 50 at.% Ni iso-concentration surface; and (b) the proximity histogram constructed across the interface
between the matrix and precipitates showing the partitioning of different elements.

Table 1
Chemical compositions of matrix and g00 phase obtained from APT (at.%).

Phases Co Cr Fe Ni Nb

Matrix 19.5± 0.2 21.0± 0.3 21.3± 0.2 36.5± 0.2 1.5± 0.1
g00 7.7± 0.2 1.4± 0.1 1.3± 0.1 65.2± 0.4 24.5± 0.3
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enhance the crack nucleation rate and consequently decrease the
crack size (dimple size when observed from fracture surface). The
area reduction of the g00-strengthened HEA (~37%) is much smaller
than that of the solid-solution HEA (~77%), again resulting in a
smaller dimple size.
5. Discussion

5.1. Crystallographic features of the high-entropy g00 particles

The g00 phase precipitating in the Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEA shows a
D022 superlattice (Fig. 3) which is usually based on Ni3Nb stoichi-
ometry [44]. The unit cell of the Ni3Nb g00 phase is shown in
Fig. 6(a). It can be considered to be composed of two FCC unit cell
placed one over another along the [001] direction. The eight
corners and the center of the body centered tetragonal (BCT) unit
cell are placed by Nb atoms while the rest sites are occupied by Ni
atoms. Since the axial ratio of the g00 unit cell in the present study is
very close to 2, the indices of the crystal structure associated with
the g00 phase has been expressed in terms of simple FCC indices.
Three g00 variants are usually observed in a FCC matrix since the
[001] axis of g00 phase can be parallel to the <100> direction fam-
ilies of the FCC matrix. As shown in Fig. 6(b), the blue unit cell
represents the first variant following in the crystallographic rela-
tion of [001]g00//[100]m, and the sketch of its diffraction pattern is
shown in Fig. 6(c1). Variant 2 (red unit cell in Fig. 6(b)) follows the
crystal relation of [001]g00//[010]m and has a diffraction pattern as
shown in Fig. 6(c2). The third g00 variant, which has the crystal
relation with matrix of [001]g00//[001]m, is sketched by green unit
cell in Fig. 6(b) and its diffraction pattern sketch is presented in
Fig. 6(c3). The g00 particles is too small to be characterized using
TEM independently and thus the typical diffraction pattern ob-
tained from the TEM experiment usually contains superlattice
diffraction spots of all three variants, as shown in Fig. 6(c4).

In the present study, the diffraction pattern in Fig. 3(b1) shows
three g00 variants and the DF and HRTEM images (Fig. 3(a) and c)
also show that the long axes of the g00 disks have different orien-
tations. Further analyses on the g00 variants and their ordered



Fig. 5. (a) Representative engineering stress-strain curves of Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEAs obtained at room temperature; (b) the strain hardening rate vs true strain plots of Ni2C-
oCrFeNb0.15 HEAs; and (c) the fracture morphologies of Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEAs.

Fig. 6. (a) Sketch of D022 unit cell; (b) sketch of crystal relations of three g00 variants and FCC matrix; and (c) sketch of DP image from different variants.
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structures are carried out by using the fast Fourier transformation
(FFT) and inverse fast Fourier transformation (IFFT). Fig. 7(a) shows
the IFFT image of a single g00 variant and its FFT image is shown in
Fig. 7(b). A crystallographic relation of [100]g00//[001]m is obtained
from the FFT image. According to the IFFT image, we can see that
the matrix lattice shows a same contrast while the g00 lattice shows
the contrast variation, which is caused by the ordered structure of
the g00 phase. The inset sketch in Fig. 7(a) shows the contrast change
in the g00 lattice. The yellow ball represents the brighter spots and
the blue ball represents the darker spots. As can be seen, the yellow
ball layer occurs repeatedly every four {420} crystal planes,
resulting in the superlattice diffraction spots at position of (1 1

2 0)
and (210) planes (Fig. 7(b)). This is consistent with the ordering of
Nb atom in Fig. 6(a), indicating that the corners and center of the
present high-entropy g00 is also occupied mainly by Nb. Fig. 7(c and
d) show the second g00 variant observed in the HRTEM image. This
g00 variant shows the same lattice ordering but follows a different
crystal relation of [010]g00//[001]m. The third g00 variant that obeys



Fig. 7. (a) IFFT images and sketch insets showing the ordering of variant 1; (b) corresponding FFT of (a); (c) IFFT images and sketch insets showing the ordering of variant 2; (d)
corresponding FFT of (c); (e) IFFT images and sketch insets showing the ordering of variant 3; and (f) corresponding FFT of (e).
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[001]g00//[001]m is presented in Fig. 7(e and f). From the [001]g00
direction the brighter spots are found to occur repeatedly every two
(110) crystal planes (Fig. 7(e)), leading to the formation of super-
lattice diffraction of (110)g00 plane (Fig. 7(f)).

The g00 phase in the present HEA shows D022 superlattice and
thus has three variants in the FCC high entropy matrix. However,
the chemical composition of g00 phase in the present HEA is far from
the Ni3Nb stoichiometry. The g00 phase in the present study consists
of not only Ni and Nb but also as much as ~10% of Co, Fe and Cr in
total (Table 1) while in literature only very small amount of Fe and
Cr has been reported in the g00 phase [45]. The Nb content obtained
from APT is 24.5% (Table 1), indicating that apart from Nb there
must be other atoms occupying the corners and center of the BCT
unit cell. In the previous studies, Chaturvedi et al. [42] demon-
strated that the addition of a small amount of Fe facilitates the g00

formation in a Ni36Co37Cr16Fe3Nb8 alloy. Kusabiraki et al. [45] re-
ported that the Fe tends to substitute the Nb site of the g00 phase in a
Ni69Cr15Fe8Nb6 alloy. Sugimura et al. [46] theoretically proved that
the Co and Cr prefer to substitute Ni in a Ni3Nb d phase, which is the
stable form of g00 phase in superalloys, while the Fe can substitute
either Ni or Nb. In the current work, the Fe content of g00 phase is
~1.3% (Table 1) and thus the Fe atoms occupy both the Ni and Nb
sites and the Co and Cr take the Ni sites in the present g00 phase.
Therefore, a (Ni,Co,Cr,Fe)3(Nb,Fe) stoichiometry for the present g00

phase could be suggested. Note that the current TEM and APT are
not able to differentiate the Ni, Co, Fe and Cr atoms efficiently in a
crystal unit cell and experimental data in literature is also limited,
so this statement is somewhat rough where more insightful study
is required.
5.2. Strengthening mechanisms

Strengthening mechanisms for polycrystalline materials are
summarized as solid solution hardening (ss), dislocation
strengthening (sd), grain boundary hardening (sg), precipitation
hardening (sp). The yield strength can be expressed as a simple
summation of every individual contribution. In the current study,
all samples are fully recrystallized before aging at low temperature.
Therefore, the dislocation strengthening can be ignored and the
yield strength can be calculated by

s0:2 ¼ s0 þ Dss þ Dsg þ Dsp (1)

where s0 means the intrinsic strength.
As for the g00-hardened Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEA, the Nb has much

larger atom radius than those of other four elements, so the addi-
tion of Nb into the Ni2CoCrFe matrix will cause solid solution
strengthening. The traditional solid solution strengthening mech-
anism is based on the dilute solution alloys, where strengthening
effect is due to the strain field arising from mismatch between
solute and solvent [47]. However, it is challenging to evaluate the
strengthening effect by applying traditional solid solution
strengthening mechanism to HEAs because the solvent and solute
are not distinguishable for HEAs due to their equal or near-equal
chemical compositions. To evaluate the solid solution strength-
ening effect in the present study, a recrystallized single-phase
Ni2CoCrFe HEA is prepared and tested. The yield strength of the
Ni2CoCrFe HEA is measured to be 197MPa (not shown in the fig-
ures). It should be noted that the grain size of the single-phase
Ni2CoCrFe HEA (~103 mm) is larger than that of the solid-solution
Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEA (~45 mm). The effect of grain size on the
yield strength can be well described by Hall-Petch relation, sg ¼
s0 þ ky 1

d1=2, where ky is the strengthening coefficient. The strength
increase caused by refining grain size can be derived: Dsg ¼
kyðd�1=2

2 � d�1=2
1 Þ. In this study, we adopt the ky value

(840MPa mm1/2) calculated from the tensile tests of CoCrFeNi HEA
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at room temperature [48] and obtain the Dsg ¼ 45.3MPa. There-
fore, the increase of yield strength caused by solid solution hard-
ening can be calculated to be Dss ¼ 284e197e45.3¼ 41.7MPa.
According to equation (1), the strength increases from precipitation
strengthening is calculated to be Dsp ¼ 954e284¼ 670MPa.

Fig. 8(a) and its inset table summarize the strength contribu-
tions of the different strengthening mechanisms to the g00-hard-
ened Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEA. It is clear that the precipitation
strengthening is themain reason for its high yield strength. Fig. 8(b)
shows the comparative results of the strength increase and elon-
gation retention rate (elongation retention¼ εp/εss, where εp is the
elongation of precipitate-hardened HEAs and εss is the elongation
of solid-solution HEAs) caused by different precipitates in litera-
ture. The intermetallic compounds forming during solidification
effectively strengthen the alloys but cause severe embrittlement
(the left lower part in Fig. 8(b)). Uniformly distributed intermetallic
particles show a better strengthening effect as reported by Liu et al.
[32] and Ming et al. [33] due to the high work hardening exponent
of the high entropy matrix. The g0-strengthened HEAs are shown in
the red area. Comparing with intermetallic-strengthened HEAs, g0-
strengthened HEAs show a higher ductility because the g0 phase is
fully coherent with the FCC matrix [29]. The star in Fig. 8(b) rep-
resents the g00-hardened Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEA in the current work,
and it shows the best combined effects on the strength increase and
Fig. 8. (a) Contributions of different strengthening mechanisms; (b) the comparative results
of g00 strengthened HEAs. Mechanical properties obtained from CoCrFeNiMnAlx [15], CoCrFe
Al3.31Co27Cr18Fe18Ni27.27Ti5.78 [52], (FeNi)67Cr15Mn10Al8-xTix [41], Al10Co25Cr8Fe15Ni36Ti6 [53]
elongation retention. As a result, the g00-hardened Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15
HEA shows a superior strength-ductility combination. Fig. 8(c)
compares the yield strength and ductility of these reported pre-
cipitation strengthened HEAs together with the HEA developed in
the present study. In terms of the strength-ductility trade-off, it
appears that the g00 precipitate is more efficient in precipitation
strengthening than g0 and other incoherent intermetallic particles
when they are in the same volume fractions and particle sizes.

5.3. Reasons for superior strengthening effect of D022 superlatices

The precipitation strengthening has been summarized through
different interaction mechanisms [35]. Those for which theories
have been developed when a dislocation cuts through particles
include: 1) chemical strengthening, 2) stacking-fault strength-
ening, 3) modulus strengthening, 4) coherency strengthening, and
5) ordering strengthening. The first three mechanisms are usually
ignored since they contribute much less to the yield strength when
compared to coherency strengthening and ordering strengthening.
The dislocation can also interact with particles through Orowan
mechanism when the particles are not easy to cut though. In order
to show the advantage of the g00 phase in precipitation strength-
ening, we will compare the strengthening effects of g00, g0, and
intermetallic particles with same size and volume fractions.
of yield strength increase and ductility retention; (c) Ashby plot showing the advantage
NiAl0.5 [51], (CoCrFeNi)94Ti2Al4 [27], (CoCrNi)94Ti3Al3 [28], Al0.2Co1.5CrFeNi1.5Ti0.3 [29],
, CoCrFeNiMo0.3 [32], Cr15Fe20Co35Ni20Mo10 [33].
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For the g0 0 phase, numerous previous works demonstrated that
the coherency strengthening and ordering strengthening jointly
dominate the yield strength. Oblak et al. [49], have derived the
equation of coherency strengthening and ordering strengthening
for g0 0 phase,

Dscoherency ¼ 1:7MGjεj3=2
�
h2f ð1� bÞ

2bR

�1=2
(2)

Dsg
00

ordering ¼ M
�gAPB

2b

�8<
:
2
44gAPBf

pT

 ffiffiffi
6

p
Rh
3

!1=2
3
51=2 � bf

9=
; (3)

Where G is the shear modulus, b is the magnitude of Burger's
vector, f is the volume fraction of precipitates, ε is the tetragonal
lattice misfit, R is the real diameter of the particles, h is the half
thickness of the particles, M is Taylor factor (3.06 for an fcc poly-
crystalline matrix),b is a constant and equal to 1/3 when all three
variants are observed, the gAPB is the antiphase boundary energy of
the g0 0 phase, and T is the line tension which is taken to be 0.5 Gb2.
The ordering strengthening is considered when a pairwise of a/
2<110> dislocations cut through the g00 phase since this type of
deformationmode is observed in g00-strengthened superalloys [43].

In the present study, the tetragonal lattice misfit between g0 0

phase and matrix is measured to be 0.012 from HRTEM images. The
volume fraction of g0 0 phase is measured to be 0.07 from DF image.
R and h are taken to be 15 and 5 nm according to the DF images.
Stress calculations were carried out using the values gAPB¼ 0.296 J/
m2, G¼ 77GPa, following Oblak et al. [49]. The calculated stress
increases were shown in Table 2. It can be seen that the sum of
ordering strengthening (480MPa) and coherency strengthening
(207MPa) of g00 phase is remarkably consistent with the experi-
mental yield strength increase (670MPa) in the present study.

As for the g0-strengthened HEAs, recent literature showed that
the ordering strengthening is the main contribution when the
particle size is smaller than ~35 nm [28,29]. The strength increase
caused by ordering strengthening of g0 phase is given by Ref. [35].

Dsg
0

ordering ¼ 0:81M
gAPB
2b

�
3pf
8

�1=2

(4)

antiphase boundary energy of the g0 phase is usually less than 0.2 J/
m2 and we adopted 0.12 J/m2 here, following He et al. [27]. Consider
that the volume fraction and particle size of g0 phase are also 7% and
15 nm, the ordering strengthening contribution can be calculated to
be 169MPa, as shown in Table 2.

Finally, we assume that there were intermetallic particles with
particle size of 15 nm and volume fraction of 7%, instead of g0 0 phase
or g0 phase, in the FCC matrix, where the Orowan mechanism
usually dominates. The yield strength increase caused by Orowan
mechanism can be predicted by Ashby-Orowan relation [50],

Dsorowan ¼ 0:538
Gbf 1=2

r
ln
� r
2b

�
(5)

As shown in Table 2, the intermetallic particles can cause good
Table 2
Calculated stress increase caused by different precipitates (volume fraction of 7%).

Precipitates Dsordering (MPa) Dscoherency (MPa) Dsorowan (MPa)

g00 480 207 e

g0 169 e e

Intermetallics e e 625
stress increase (625MPa) but the Orowan looping mechanism
usually leads to the severe ductility decrease [29,43]. In Fig. 8(c), the
ductility of intermetallic particles strengthened HEAs is much
lower than that of the g00 phase strengthened HEA when the
strength is comparable. In contrast, the g0 phase causes only
169MPa stress increase when the volume fraction and particle size
are same with the g00 phase. Comparing equations (3) and (4), we
can draw two obvious reasons for the remarkable advantages of g0 0

phase: (a) the antiphase boundary energy of g00 phase is much
higher than that of the g0 phase; (b) the tetragonal lattice misfit
(usually 0.01e0.03) between g00 phase and matrix is much higher
than that (usually ranges 0.0035 to 0.001) of the g0 phase and
consequently causes higher coherency strengthening [35]. There-
fore, the g00 phase strengthened HEAs showed better strength when
compared with g0-phase strengthened HEAs and better ductility
when compared with intermetallic particle strengthened HEAs
(Fig. 8(b-c)).

6. Conclusion

The present study proposed a novel OVEC principle for the
design of g00 phase with D022 superlattice crystal structure in HEAs.
Following in this principle, we developed a g00 phase strengthened
HEA with a minor addition of Nb. The g00 phase showed superior
strengthening effect and resulted in excellent yield strength-
ductility combination. The characteristics of the newly designed
g00 phase have been investigated using SEM, TEM, APT and the
strengthening mechanisms have been discussed. The following
conclusions can be drawn.

$ An OVEC design strategy was proposed to design g00 phase in
HEAs. The g00 phase tends to formwhen the OVEC value of HEAs
is higher than 8.4. Besides, the elements from Group VB have
been found to facilitate the precipitation of the g00 phase in FCC
HEAs;

$ A g00 phase strengthened Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEA was developed.
The g00 phase precipitated homogenously from the matrix. APT
analysis showed the g00 phase is different from Ni3Nb-type g00

phase in superallys and has a chemical stoichiometry of (Ni,C-
o,Cr,Fe)3(Nb,Fe). A careful TEM inspection showed that the g00

phase has a typical D022 superlattice crystal structure. The
crystallographic relation between the g00 phase and matrix fol-
lows [001]g00//<001>g, and {100}g00//{100}g and consequently
three different variants of g00 phase have been observed.

$ The g00 phase showed superior strengthening effect. The g00

precipitates with a volume fraction of 7% enhanced the yield
strength of the Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 HEA by 670MPa, resulting in
excellent combination of yield strength (954MPa) and ductility
(27%);

$ The strengthening mechanisms of the g00 phase are mainly
attributed to ordering strengthening and coherency
strengthening.

In summary, a convenient design strategy for g0 0 phase in FCC
HEAs has been proposed and proved to be effective. The g00 phase
strengthened HEA showed excellent yield strength and ductility.
Our investigations accelerate the development of design of pre-
cipitation strengthened HEAs and provide a new and good candi-
date for structural HEAs.
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Appendix
Table. S1
The OVEC value and type of precipitates of different CCAs.

Alloys Temperatures Precipitates VEC References

Ni75V25 quench g00 8.75 [54]#
Ni72V25Fe3 quench g00 8.69 [54]#
Ni75V23Nb2 quench g00 8.75 [54]#
Ni68V25Co7 quench g00 8.68 [54]#
Ni75V15Fe8Nb2 800oC g00 8.99 [54]#
Ni82V18 800�C g00 9.1 [54]#
Co37Ni36Cr16Fe3Nb8 700oC g00 8.708 [42]*
Co35Ni35Cr15Fe3Nb12 700�C g00 8.495 [42]*
Co34Ni33Cr15Fe6Nb12 700�C g00 8.443 [42]*
Ni31.8Fe65.2Ta3 550 e 750�C g00 8.546 [55]#
Co8.2Ni29Fe59.8Ta3 550 e 750�C g00 8.572 [55]#
Co12.4Ni29Fe55.6Ta3 550 e 750�C g00 8.614 [55]#
Ni63Co27Ta10 685�C g00 9.23 [56]#
Ni62.1Co27.9Ta10 685�C g00 9.221 [56]#
Ni61.1Co28.9Ta10 685�C g00 9.211 [56]#
Ni69Cr15Fe8Nb6 670 e 800�C g00 8.74 [45]#
Ni84.5Nb12.5Fe3 500�C g00 9.315 [57]#
Ni61Cr20W18Mo1 600 e 700�C g00 8.713 [58]*
Ni60.15Cr14.7Fe24.8Nb4.85 650�C e 800�C g00 8.736 [59]*
Ni66Cr26W6Ti2 700�C g00 8.6 [60]#
Ni58Co37Nb5 500�C g00 9.38 [61]#
(CoCrNi)94Ti3Al3 800�C g0 8.045 [28]#
Al0.2Co1.5CrFeNi1.5Ti0.3 800�C g0 8.063 [29]#
Al3.31Co27Cr18Fe18Ni27.27Ti5.78 750�C g0 8.0075 [52]#
Al10Co25Cr8Fe15Ni36Ti6 900�C g0 8.07 [53]#
(CoCrFeNi)94Ti2Al4 650�C g0 7.955 [27]#
Ni2CoCrFeAl0.1Ti0.2 800�C g0 8.256 Unpublished
Ni2CoCrFeAl0.15Ti0.15 800�C g0 8.243 Unpublished
Ni2CoCrFeAl0.2Ti0.1 800�C g0 8.216 Unpublished
Ni2CoCrFeNb0.15 650�C g00 8.495 Present
NiCoCrFeNb0.25 750�C ε 8.06 [40]#

* means in weight percent and # means in atom percent.
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